
Raufoss urban structure as the result of three major 
historical phases:
1. Industrial settlement (1870s)
2. Civic center for the muncicipality (1970s)
3. Increased commercial activites. Amfi shopping (2000s)

As the future development of Raufoss will require a city center that can accommodate an 

expansion of both its industrial, civic and commercial activities, the project is interested 

in proposing an urban structure that can allow for these modes of production (industrial, 

social-services and commercial) to blend, coexist and share resources invested.

The Ambition of the project is to present a possible model for the norwegian small-city, 

with Raufoss as a case. Although the variety among the norwegian small cities is vast, 

it is also possible to locate some commonalities. These “commonalities” can be found 

in how the place has responded to shifting conditions of transformation, like the ones 

listed in the brief: Resources, mobility, equity, as well as shifting political ideologies and 

technologies. 

Like many cities of a similar size and function Raufoss has developed in phases that 

carries characteristics of the contemporary political project. We can briefly divide 

the history of Raufosss into: Industrial settlement (1870s), civic-center development 

(1970s) and increasing commercial activities (2000s). 

Rather than focusing too much on the “local” or “specific”, the interest of the project is to 

address what has been identified as  “typical challenges” for a place like Raufoss, related 

to its historic modes of production: 

- How to make the city center gain from relatively large investments in civic programs?

- How to rethink the city center as commerce is consolidating in larger cities? 

- How to make industrial activites and production part of the daily life in the city?
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1RAUFOSS

The project proposes a city center that can 
accommodate an extension of both the 
industrial, civic and commercial activities 
alongside housing programs.

River park. Open space plan allows for a new 
sequence in Raufoss between buildings and the 
river park.

A continuous pedestrian landscape between new and 
existing buildings, with public and common activities on 
the ground floor,

A new public square links the two sides of the river, 
connecting a network of smaller spaces between the new 
buildings.

1. Riverpark Housing 
2. Hotel
3. Innovation Centre
4. Public Square

5. Art Square with Catapult Centre and Café Pavilion
6. Art Pavilion 
7. Brubakken Housing
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The residential neighbourhoods in the Northern and Southern parts of the 
project site sit on podiums containing common areas and public programs. The 
podiums link the different heights of the site, creating a continuous pedestrian 
landscape.

MASTERPLAN

Connecting the civic center with the industrial park and the project site requires an open 

space plan that can accomodate a variety of buildings of different sizes and programs. A 

plan that strengthens the relationship between the present and future public buildings 

by reinforcing the relationship between buildings, park and the open spaces in between. 

The proposal consists of 3 phases of development that form a new way of moving 

through the center of Raufoss as a sequence of open spaces between buildings and the 

river park. As the industrial park in the future will open up to the city, it is the idea that 

this open structure allows for a blurred boundary between the new and the old.

To allow for fl exible spaces for production, public activities and shared amenities, as 

well as housing, we have proposed buildings with expansive podiums that work with 

the topography of the site to create a more continuous urban landscape. The podiums 

contain public functions, allowing for a rich streetscape fl anked by civic /industrial/ 

productive programs on the ground fl oor. They also contain common programs for the 

housing projects - the idea is that the podiums serve the housing project as well as the 

city as a whole, and in that way incentivize shared use among its citizens.

River park

The project wishes to give the River park a somewhat formal character by establishing a 

strict and articulated border between the built and the natural. This will hopefully allow 

for the project site to adopt some of the dignity of the historic civic center, as it in the 

future could host some of its programs.

2RAUFOSS

The new public square is fl anked by the Innovation Centre, the Hotel and the 
new Exhibition Pavilion. A new bridge links this to building no. 5 in the industrial 
park. A sharp line divides the cultivated spaces around the buildings from the 
nature along the river, formalizing these into a new river park.

THIS MUST BE THE PLACE

Proposed typologies. Podiums (green) suggest public functions. These allow for 
fl exible spaces for production, public activities and shared amenities

1. Brubakken Housing
2. Art Pavilion
3. Innovation Centre
4. Public Square
5. Art Square with Catapult Centre and Café Pavilion
6. Hotel
7. Riverpark Housing
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3RAUFOSS

PHASES OF IMPLEMENTATION

As a fi rst step we propose to shift the attention in Raufoss towards the river and the 

industrial park by introducing the programs that are most urgent. As the future develop-

ment of the industrial park carries some uncertainty, the east side of the river should to 

some extent “serve” the buildings in the industrial park that gradually will open up to the 

public.

To open up the new part of the city as early as possible, the fi rst phase should establish a 

new connection between the shopping mall and building number 5. The fi rst investments 

on the project site should also strengthen this new direction of the city as much as pos-

sible. A combined hotel/ housing project and the establishment of the innovation/civic 

center above the parking garage should  be able to offer the spaces that Raufoss most 

urgently lacks today: meeting places for citizens and its visitors. 

Innovation Center

On top of the parking garage we propose a multifunctional building that includes mak-

erspace, extended library functions as well as fl exible offi ce spaces. As this building will 

form the front of the new main square in Raufoss, it is the intention to give this building 

a strong public character to put the innovation activities on display, as well as pointing 

towards the future integration of the industrial park by being a landmark in the urban 

extension of the city. The ground fl oor of the  innovation center accommodates tempo-

rary activities that has the potential of activating the square. The extension above hosts 

the makerspace, extended library/ mediatheque etc. The inclining east extension will be 

fl exible offi ce spaces that can be rented out to smaller businesses. 

Raketten Hotel + Rental Apartments

On the north-west side of the square the hotel will mark the entrance to the new housing 

project on the old parking lot in the north. The Hotel should be a link between the indus-

trial park and the project site as it will host students and professionals visiting the indus-

trial activities. As most of the project site is imagined to be a car free/limited zone, the 

drop-off to the hotel could serve visitors to the Catapult center as well as hotel guests. 

As opposed to typical hotel typologies with large convention centres etc, Raketten relies 

heavily upon the adjacent facilites in the the innovation centre and Catapult centre in 

order to activate the square.

Brubakken housing

The second phase is suggested to be the Brubakken development with the aim of con-

necting the project site to the historical school buildings as they have the potential to 

serve as a gateway to the new city center. This housing project will, due to its central 

location, include extensive shared facilities in the podiums with center a for elderly and a 

gym.

Riverpark housing

The last phase should be the completion of the combined housing, offi ce and hotel de-

velopment in the north.  This project is thought as a porous structure; a multifunctional 

building connected with a base that creates an immediate relationship to the river park. 

As the innovation centre requires  a transformation of the parking facilitites, it is possible 

to include the base of the river housing project in the fi rst phase to make up for the lost 

parking spots as a result of the transformation. The base of the housing project in the 

north defi nes the border to the river park. In addition to parking it should include shared 

amenities connecting the housing project and the hotel. 

The new Innovation Center built on top of the former parking garage contains 
makerspace, extended library, mediatheque, fl exible offi ce spaces and 
temporary activities that can activate the public square.
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Phase 1

1. New bridge connecting the Cat-
apult centre to the new square with 
the hotel and innovation centre.

2. Innovation Centre with the 
square. signaling a shift in the di-
rection of the city centre of raufoss 
towards the industrial park.

3. Hotel Raketten. Combined Hotel 
and student housing/ dorm for visit-
ing students. 

4. Drop off. As the project site is 
imagined as a pedestrian/ shared 
space development, a new drop-off 
area by the hotel may be used to ac-
cess the catapult centre trough the 
old bridge. The lost parking due to 
the transformation of the innovation 
centre can be compensated on the 
northern parking lot.

Phase 2

1. Brubakken Housing/ Connected 
living #1

2. Art pavillion

3. Art square (building 3,4,313, 
should be considered for exhibition 
purposes) 

4. Bridge. a second bridge will cre-
ate a seamless connection between 
the square and the industrial park.

5. Brubakken will serve as a gate-
way from the south.

Phase 3

1. Riverpark Housing/ Connected 
living #2

2. Parking. The base of the River 
housing project contains necessary 
parking facilities for the housing in 
addidtion to serving the public func-
tions. The area of the base faceing 
the river contains amenities that 
allows for shared use in relation to 
the river park. 
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1. Brubakken Housing
2. Art Pavilion
3. Innovation Centre
4. Public Square
5. Art Square with Catapult Centre and Café Pavilion
6. Hotel
7. Riverpark Housing
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